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A device for catching an animal. a trap device: Vorrichtung 

A large stone.  large: groß 

A metal or glass surface that reflects the image of 
whatever is in front of it.  

 surface: Oberfläche  

A substance used to make one surface stick to another.   stick: kleben:,  

Someone who is trained to design and build machines, 
vehicles, bridges, roads , or other structures.  

 to train: ausbilden 
vehicle: Fahrzeug 

A building material made from a mixture of sand, gravel, 
cement, and water.  

 gravel: Kies 

The business of buying and selling goods.   goods: Güter 

A set of questions, problems or tasks used to mesure 
your knowledge or skill.  

 task: Aufgabe 
skill: Geschicklichkeit 

Great sadness or grief.   grief: Kummer: 

Grazing land for animals.  to graze: grasen 

A coloured liquid used for writing and printing.    liquid: Flüssigkeit 

A situation that is not safe.  safe: sicher  

A short, often funny story about something that has 
happened.  

 to happen: geschehen 

A musical instrument with a hollow body covered with a 
stretched skin that makes a loud noise when you hit it.  

 hollow: hohl 
skin: Haut 

Comments and reactions to something.   comment. Kommentar 

A large, soft cushion on which you put your head when 
you are sleeping.  

 cushion: Polster 

A large black bird of the crow family.   crow: Krähe 

A flaming light that can be carried in the hand.    flame: Flamme 

A folding frame with a circular cloth stretched over it that 
you hold over your head to protect you from the rain or 
the sun.  

 frame: Rahmen, Gestell 
to protect: schützen 

Someone in charge of a prison.    in charge of: verantwortlich für 

A small piece of metal stamped with a design and used 
as money.  

 to stamp: prägen, stempeln  

A block of hard-baked clay, used for building   clay: Lehm  

Someone who breaks into a building and steals things.   to steal: stehlen 

Understanding, or the power to understand.    power: Kraft, Fähigkeit 

A paper container for a letter.   container: Behälter 

A strong-smelling plant related to an onion.   related to : verwandt mit   

A piece of paper, cloth, or plastic that is attached to 
something and gives information about it.   

 cloth: Stoff 
to attach: befestigen 

A metal, wood, or rope structure that is used to climb up 
and down.  

 rope: Seil 
structure: Gestell 

A rule made by the government that must be obeyed.    rule: Regel 

A long, thin, flexible piece of metal to conduct an 
electrical current.  

 to conduct: führen 
current: Strom 

 


